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[Title of the Invention] SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ONLINE
ADVERT I SEMENTS
[Claims]

[Claim 1] An online -advertising system connected to
a network and used for presenting an advertisement placed
by a store to be accessed by consumers in an online
manner, said online -advertising system comprising:

advertisement storage means for storing said
advertisement including a free -dial access number
connected to said advertisement -placing store; and

communication means for transmitting said
advertisement to a consumer terminal in response to a

request for an access made from said consumer terminal to
said advertisement through said network.

[Claim 2] An online-advertising system according to
claim 1, further comprising log- information storage means
for storing first access information on accesses made by
said consumers to said advertisement;

wherein when said communication means transmits
said advertisement to said consumer terminal in response
to a request for an access made from said consumer
terminal to said advertisement, said first access
information on said access is stored in said log-
information storage means.

[Claim 3] An online -advertising system according to
claim 2, further comprising analysis means for:

receiving second access information on accesses
to said free-dial access number;

analyzing said first access information and said
second access information; and

outputting an analysis result.
[Claim 4] An online-advertising system according to

claim 3, wherein said log- information storage means
stores said first access information including a date and
a time of an access made by each of said consumers to
said advertisement; and said analysis means stores said
second access information including a date and a time of

an access made by each of said consumers using said free-
dial access number and analyzes relations between dates
and times included in said first access information and
dates and times included in said second access
information

.

[Claim 5] An onl ine- advert i sing system according to
claim 4, wherein said analysis means analyzes a relation
between a date and a time included in said first
information and a date and a time included in said second
information when a store indicated by said first access

2



information matches to a store corresponding to an access

number indicated by said second access information.
[Claim 6] An online -advertising system according to

claim 4, wherein said analysis means finds the number of

accesses made using said free-dial access number within a

predetermined period starting at an access time on an

access date stored in said first access information and

computes a consumer- interest -driven access rate from said

found number of accesses and the number of accesses
included in said first access information.

[Claim 7] An online -advertising system according to

claim 3, wherein said analysis means receives said second

access information including data representing a fee of

an access made by each of said consumers using said free-

dial access number.
[Claim 8] An online -advertising system according to

claim 3, wherein analysis means computes a consumer-

interest -driven access rate of said advertisement from

the number of accesses included in said first access

information and the number of accesses included in said

second access information.
[Claim 9] A storage mediun employed in an

information processing system connected to a network and

used for presenting an advertisement placed by a store to

be accessed by consumers in an online manner, said

storage medium comprising:
accepting means for accepting a request for an

access to said advertisement made from a consumer

terminal through said network; and
transmitting means for transmitting said

advertisement including a free-dial access number

connected to said store to said consumer terminal in

response to said request

.

[Claim 10] A method for presenting an advertisement

placed by a store to be accessed by consumers in an

online manner, said method comprising the steps of:

holding said advertisement including a free-dial

access number connected to said advertisement-placing

store; and
transmitting said advertisement to a consumer

terminal in response to a request for an access made from

said consumer terminal to said advertisement through said

network

.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]
[Field of the Invention]



The present invention relates to an online-

advertising system and an online-advertising method,

which are used for disseminating an advertisement of a

commodity, a service and the like to consumers through a

network in online shopping using the network.

[0002]
[Prior Art]

At the present time, in order to obtain

information on various needs of consumers making accesses

to an WWW (World Wide Web) server in online shopping

using the Internet, the WWW server keeps information such

as a log of accesses. In a system presenting an

advertisement of a commodity, a service or the like for

such online shopping, a consumer places an order for the

commodity or the service, or purchases the commodity or

the service by using existing media such as a FAX machine

or a telephone set serving as a facility for the consumer

to make an inquiry about the commodity or the service.

[0003]
Fig. 6 is a diagram showing a flowchart of the

conventional online shopping. In the online shopping

represented by the flowchart shown in Fig. 6, an

advertising-service-provider system 1 having a WWW server

is connected to a consumer terminal 2 provided with a WWW

browser by the Internet 4. The WWW browser is software

having a function to easily jump to a relevant-

information-providing site on the Internet 4 or a desired

file on the Internet 4. The function is executed when

the consumer carries out a click operation by using a

pointing device on the screen of the consumer terminal 2.

The online shopping represented by the flowchart shown in

Fig. 6 is carried out in the following order:

1- A consumer makes an access (refers) to an

advertisement provided by the WWW server on the Internet

4

2- The consumer makes a phone call to an actual store 3,

say XX Store, to place an order for a commodity which

the' consumer wants. Assume that the ordinary phone

number of the store 3 is 0272 -52-8000 which is put on

the advertisement.
3 • When a transaction is made as a result of a

negotiation between the store 3 and the consumer, the

store 3 delivers the commodity to the consumer.

[0004]
[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

However, the conventional online shopping

described above raises the following problems.



[0005]
Even though the frequency of accesses made to an

advertisement of a commodity or the like is known to a

certain degree from an access log stored in the WWW
server, information on orders and purchase of the
commodity is not supplied to the WWW server so that it is

impossible to obtain information on the number of
consumers each making an access to the advertisement and
actually deciding to purchase the commodity. It is thus
necessary for an advertising-service provider of the
commodity to directly make an inquiry to the store 3

about the number of commodities sold to consumers. For a

store placing an advertisement by using media other than
the online medium such as a newspaper or a magazine,
however, it is impossible in many cases to recognize the

motives of consumers to purchase a commodity, that is, it

is impossible to form a judgment as to whether a consumer
knows the commodity from an advertisement paced on the

Internet or from other information. Thus, there is

raised a problem of a difficulty to verify the
effectiveness of an online advertisement presented by the

advertising- service provider even if an effort is made by
the provider to directly ask the store about demands for

and sales of the commodity.
[0006]

In addition, even if a store makes another phone
number available specially for consumers to make
inquiries about a commodity through the Internet, it is

possible to know only the number of phone calls made to

the Internet phone number. Therefore, the problem
described above cannot be solved unless the store itself

spends time and labor on deliberate gathering and
compilation of statistics of received phone calls.

[0007]
It is thus an object of the present invention

addressing the problems described above to provide an

online-advertising system and an online -advertising
method that allow an advertising- service provider to

obtain information on the effectiveness of an online
advertisement in online shopping using a network.

[0008]
[Means for Solving the Problem]

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the principle of an

online -advertising system provided by the present
invention. Implemented by an information-processing
system connected to a network, the online-advertising
system shown in Fig. 1 comprises advertisement

-
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information storage means 11, communication means 12,

log- information storage means 13 and analysis means 14.

[0009]
The advertisement- information storage means 11 is

used for storing information on an advertisement
including a free-dial access number assigned to an

advertisement -placing store. The communication means 12

transmits information on an advertisement to a consumer

terminal at a request for an access to the information

made by a consumer from the consumer terminal through the

network

.

[0010]
The free-access number included in the

information on an advertisement of a service or a

commodity is typically a free-dial phone or FAX number to

be used by a consumer when placing an order for the

service or the commodity to an advertisement -placing

store. In general, it is possible to know the number of

communications through the free-dial access number from

bills for the number. Thus, the advertising-service
provider rendering a service of providing an online

advertisement is capable of examining the effectiveness

of the advertisement. For example, it is possible to

gather the number of accesses made by consumers to the

advertisement-placing store by using a free-dial access

number and times at which the accesses are made as

statistics and present the statistics to the

advertisement-placing store.
[0011]

The log- information storage means 13 is used for

storing first access information on accesses made by

consumers to information on an advertisement. When the

communication means 12 transmits information on an

advertisement to a consumer terminal, first access

information for the information on an advertisement is

stored in the log- information storage means 13.

[0012]
First access information stored in the log-

information storage means 13 is log information showing

which portion of which home page was accessed by a

consumer by using a WWW browser in online shopping

through the Internet

.

[0013]
The analysis means 14 receives second access

information on accesses to a free-dial access number.

The analysis means 14 then analyzes the first access

information and the second access information, outputting



results of the analysis.
[0014]

The second access information is typically bills

for a free-dial access number. From the number of

communication records included in the second access
information and the number of access records included in

the first access information stored in the log-

information storage means 13, it is possible to infer the

number of consumer- interest -driven accesses to

information on an advertisement. The analysis means 14

outputs information on the number of consumer- interest

-

driven accesses as a result of the analysis. If

necessary, the advertising-service provider presents the

result of the analysis output by the analysis means 14 to

the advertisement -placing store.
[0015]

Typically, the advertisement -information storage

means 11 and the log- information storage means 13, which

are shown in Fig. 1, correspond to a memory employed in a

computer implementing an online-advertising system 21

provided by the embodiment shown in Fig. 2. On the other

hand, the communication means 12 and the analysis means

14 correspond to a processing unit of the computer.

[0016]
[Mode for Carrying out the Invention]

An embodiment of the present invention is

explained in detail by referring to diagrams as follows.

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing an online -advertising system

21 implemented by the embodiment of the present

invention. As shown in Fig. 2, the online-advertising

system 21 serving as an advertising- service provider

having a WWW server is connected to a consumer terminal

22 having a WWW browser by the Internet 24. The online-

advertising system 21 includes a computer comprising a

CPU (Central Processing Unit) and a memory. The online

-

advertising system 21 places information on advertisement

on a home page Netmart created by the advertising- service

provider on the Internet 24. In the online-advertising

system 21 shown in Fig. 2, online shopping is carried out

in the following order.
1: A consumer makes an access (refers) to an online

advertisement of a commodity or a service on the WWW

server on the Internet 24 from the consumer terminal 22

by using the WWW browser. As a result of the access, the

online-advertising system 21 transmits a description of

the commodity or the service offered by an XX store 23

and a free-dial access number of 0120-XXXXXX to the



consumer terminal 22 to be displayed on the screen of the

consumer terminal 22. The online-advertising system 21

also saves information such as a consumer identification,

an access time and the number of an accessed page as a

log of accesses to the WWW server.

2: The consumer makes a phone call to the free-dial

access number included in the online advertisement to

place an order for a commodity or a service that the

consumer wants.
3: A free-dial control apparatus 25 of the telephone

company NTT logs access information related to the free-

dial phone call and saves the access information as a log

26. The access information includes a phone number of

the consumer, a date and a time at which a free -dial

communication is established and the length of the

communication.
4- The free-dial control apparatus 25 connects the phone

call made by the consumer to an actual telephone number

of 0272-52-8000 assigned to the XX store 23 for the free-

dial access number.
5- When a transaction is made as a result of a

negotiation between the XX store 23 and the consumer, the

XX store 23 delivers the commodity or the service to the

consumer . , . ,

6: The contents of the log 26 recorded for the free-dial

phone call, that is, information on a phone-call fee, is

reported by NTT to the advertising-service provider.

7- If necessary, the advertising-service provider

tabulates and analyzes the collected log of accesses to

the WWW server and the collected log 26 for free-dial

phone calls, presenting results of the tabulation and the

analyses to the XX store 23 serving as an advertisement-

placing party.
[0017]

In this embodiment, the advertising-service

provider makes a free-dial contract with NTT in advance

with a telephone number of the advertisement-placing

store cataloged at NTT as a connection destination of

free-dial phone calls. In accordance with such a

contract, bills for fees of free-dial phone calls are

sent to the advertising- service provider. The

advertising-service provider requests the advertisement-

placing store in advance not to use the free-dial access

number for private purposes. If the free-dial access

number is used for private purposes, records of phone

calls for private use will be included in the access log

26 for free-dial phone calls. In addition, bills for

8



fees of the private use cannot be distinguished from the
bills for fees for free-dial phone calls.

[0018]
Of course, the advertisement -placing store itself

can make a free-dial contract with NTT. In this case,
however, the advertisement -placing store must analyze the
logs by itself. In this embodiment, on the other hand,
the advertising-service provider makes a free-dial
contract with NTT in advance and NTT sends a bill for
fees of free-dial phone calls made by consumers for
placing orders to the advertising- service provider
instead of the advertisement -placing store. In this way,
the advertising- service provider is capable of obtaining
information on the number of times consumers contact the
advertisement -placing store and the lengths of dial -free
communications between the consumers and the
advertisement -placing store from the bill received from
NTT. By collating this information with the log of
accesses to the WWW server for pages of the home page, it
is possible to statistically analyze the effect of the
online advertisement placed on the Internet. In
addition, such a free-dial phone call is automatically
transferred by NTT to an actual telephone number of the
advertisement-placing store. Thus, the advert isement

-

placing store does not have to be aware of whether or not
the caller is a consumer by checking the Internet.

[0019]
Fig. 3 is a flowchart representing processing

carried out by the advertising- service provider in online
shopping. The flowchart shown in Fig. 3 begins with a

step SI at which the WWW server of the online -advertising
system 21 disseminates an online advertisement showing a

free-dial access number to consumers through the network.
At the next step S2 , the WWW server puts consumers making
accesses to the online advertisement on a log of accesses
to the WWW server. A consumer is put on the log of
accesses to the WWW server when a displayed page is
changed by a click operation carried out by the consumer.

[0020]
Fig. 4 is a diagram showing a consumer access

record on the log of accesses in the WWW server. As
shown in the Fig. 4, the log record comprises a host
name, a user name, an authenticated name, an access date
& time, a request, status and a response-data length.
The host name is the name of a host computer employed in
the online-advertising system 21. The user name and the
authenticated name are each a name for identifying a

9



consumer making an access to the WWW server. The request

is a request for an HTML (hyper text makeup language)

file made by the consumer by using the WWW browser. The

response-data length is the length of data transmitted by

the WWW server to the consumer terminal 22. A. HTML

included in the request is the name of the requested HTML

file.
[0021]

At the next step S3 # the advertising-service

provider receives a bill for fees of free-dial phone

calls from NTT and submits the bills to the online-

advertising system 21 as a log of free-dial phone-call

accesses. Fig. 5 is a diagram showing a typical bill for

fees of free-dial phone calls. The bill shown in Fig. 5

includes a free-dial access number not shown in the

figure and, for each free-dial phone call made to the

free-dial access number, a date, a start time, an

originating area, a duration, the number of fee- charging

connection units and a fee showing the number of fee-

charging connection units in financial terms. As shown

in the figure, the bill for fees of free-dial phone calls

includes not only a fee of each free-dial phone call for

a duration but also information relevant to the free-dial

phone calls. Thus, it is possible to easily know how

many consumers have made free -dial phone calls during a

specific period of time.
[0022]

At the next step S4 , the online-advertising
system 21 tabulates and analyzes the log of accesses to

the WWW server obtained by adoption of a technique

programmed in advance and the log of free-dial phone

calls. For example, the number of accesses made to the

WWW server during a specific period of time is counted

from the log of accesses to the WWW server. By the same

token, the number of free -dial phone calls made during

the specific period of time is counted from the log of

free-dial phone calls. Then a hit rate is computed. The

hit rate is a ratio of the free-dial-phone-call count to

the Netmart-access count. In the case of an

advertisement varying from season to season such as an

advertisement of a commodity or the like, the hit rate is

computed for each predetermined period of time.

[0023]
Then, at the next step S5, results of the

analysis are reported to the advertisement-placing store

and the processing is ended. The onl ine-advert is ing

system 21 may inform the advertisement -placing store of

10



the analysis results typically by online transmission of
an e-mail from the online-advertising system 21 to the
advertisement -placing store or by post.

[0024]
If the number of accesses recorded in the log of

accesses made to the WWW server is small, instead of the
tabulation and analysis described above, the advertising-
service provider of the online-advertising system 21 can
just carry out this processing by manually counting the
number of accesses at the step S4

.

[0025]
Next, the pieces of processing carried out at the

steps S3 and S4 of the flowchart shown in Fig. 3 are
explained in detail by referring to Figs. 6 to 9 . Fig. 6

is a flowchart representing the analysis carried out at
the steps S3 and S4 . The flowchart shown in Fig. 6

begins with a step Sll at which the advertising-service
provider obtains information on fees of free-dial phone
calls charged to the online-advertising system 21. The
online -advertising system 21 then creates a free-dial
file based on the input information.

[0026]
Fig. 7 is a diagram showing a typical free-dial

file created at the step Sll. As shown in Fig. 7, each
record in the free-dial file includes a free-dial access
number, a date, a start time, a duration, the number of
fee-charging connection units, an originating area and
the existence/non-existence of a relevant access for each
free-dial phone call made to the free-dial access number.
The existence/non-existence of a relevant free-dial phone
call described in a field of the record is used as a
control flag in a log analysis.

[0027]
Then, at the next step S12, the online-

advertising system 21 searches a store -management file
created in advance for the name of an HTML file for a
free-dial screen of a advertisement -placing store related
to the free-dial phone call by using the free-dial access
number as a key of the search operation.

[0028]
Fig. 8 is a diagram showing a typical store-

management file mentioned above. As shown in Fig. 8, the
advertisement -placing store -management file contains a
relation between the free-dial access number and the
identification, which are assigned to a store, and the
name of an HTML file for the free-dial screen of the
advertisement -placing store

.
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[0029]
Then, at the next step S13, the online-

advertising system 21extracts a log of accesses for the

advertisement -placing store by using the name of an HTML

file for the free-dial screen of the store found in the

search operation as a key. Subsequently, at the next

step S14, the online-advertising system 21 refers to

dates and times of the accesses in the extracted log and

counts the number of records in the free-dial file which

each have a start time falling within a predetermined
period of time.

[0030]
Fig. 9 is a flowchart representing the processing

carried out at the step S14 of the flowchart shown in

Fig. 6 to count the number of records within the

determined period of time. As shown in Fig. 9, the

flowchart begins with a step S21 at which the online-

advertising system 21 sorts the extracted log of accesses

in a chronological order based on access dates and access

times. At the next step S22, the online-advertising
system 21 sorts records in the free-dial file in a

chronological time based on communication start times.

[0031]
Then, at the next step S23, a record is fetched

from the free-dial file. The flow of the processing then

goes on to a step S24 to form a judgment as to whether or

not the start time of the fetched record falls within the

predetermined period of time starting at the access time

on the access date of the corresponding access in the log

of accesses. If the start time of the fetched record

falls within the predetermined period of time, the flow

of the processing goes on to a step S25 at which the

access existence/non-existence field of the record is set

at a value indicating the existence of a relevant free-

dial phone call. If the start time of the fetched record

does not fall within the predetermined period of time, on

the other hand, the flow of the processing goes on to a

step S26 at which the access existence/non-existence
field of the record is set at a value indicating the non-

existence of a relevant free-dial phone call.

[0032]
Then, the flow of the processing goes on to a

step S2 7 to form a judgment as to whether the record

processed above is the last record in the free-dial file.

If the record processed above is not the last record in

the free-dial file, the flow of the processing goes back

to the step S23 to fetch the next record and to repeat

12



the pieces of processing starting with the step S24.
After the last record has been processed, the processing
is ended. As described above, if the start time of a
record falls within the predetermined period of time, the
access existence/non-existence field of the record is set
at a value indicating the existence of a relevant free-
dial phone call.

[0033]
Then, at the next step S15 of the flowchart shown

in Fig. 6, the online-advertising system 21 computes an
online-access rate for records in the free-access file
assigned to a free-dial access number of a advert isement

-

placing store. The online-access rate for records in the
free-access file assigned to a free-dial access number of
a advertisement-placing store is a ratio of the number of
records with the access existence/non-existence field
thereof set at a value indicating the existence of a

relevant free-dial phone call to the number of all
records representing free-dial phone calls made during
the same certain period of time.

[0034]
Then, at the next step S16 of the flowchart shown

in Fig. 6, the online-advertising system 21 computes a
consumer-interest-driven access rate (or a phone-
existence rate or a hit rate) which is defined as a ratio
of the number of records with the access existence/non-
existence field thereof set at a value indicating the
existence of a relevant free-dial phone call to the
number of logged accesses found at the step S13

.

[0035]
In accordance with the online-advertising system

described above, the time of an access to an online
advertisement is collated with the time of a free-dial
phone call to form a judgment as to whether or not the
phone call is made by a consumer as a follow-up of the
access made by the same consumer. It is thus possible to
obtain statistics representing, among others, a ratio of

the number of consumer- interest -driven free-dial phone
calls taking an order for a commodity or a service or
making an inquiry about the commodity of the service to

the total number of accesses to the online advertisement
advertising the commodity or the product. The
advertising- service provider is thus capable of setting a

proper advertisement fee based on a result of an analysis
of such statistics. On the other hand, the
advertisement -placing store is capable of comparing the
effect of an online advertisement with the effect of
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another online advertisement.
[0036]

An example of an advertisement showing a free-

dial access number is a catalog advertisement for sales

by telephone communication or the like. When a consumer

seeing such an advertisement makes a phone call by using

the free-dial access number, a bill for the phone call is

sent to a store. In this case, there is no log of

accesses to the advertisement, making it impossible to

find a hit rate described above.
[0037]

It should be noted that, in the embodiment

described above, the store placing an advertisement does

not have to be a store having retailers. Instead, the

store placing an advertisement can be any enterprise

providing commodities or services for consumers. The

store placing an advertisement may also be a dealer

serving as an intermediary handling commodities and

services. In addition, means used by a consumer for

placing an order are not limited to a telephone set. The

means include any arbitrary device such as a fax machine

which allows a free-dial contract to be made. In the

case of fax communication, a free-dial fax number needs

to be shown in an online advertisement.
[0038]

[Effect of the Invention]
In accordance with the present invention, in

online shopping, it is possible to examine a relation

between information on accesses made by consumers to an

online advertisement of a commodity or a service and

information on access to a store supplying the commodity

or the service. As a result, the advertising-service

provider or a store placing the online advertisement is

capable of measuring the effectiveness of the online

advertisement

.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
[Fig. 1]

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the principle of the

present invention.
[Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing online shopping

provided by an embodiment

.

[Fig. 3]

Fig. 3 is a flowchart representing processing

carried out by an advertising- service provider.

[Fig. 4]
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Fig. 4 is a diagram showing a typical access log.

[Fig. 5]

Fig. 5 is a diagram showing a typical bill for a

free-dial phone call.
[Fig. 6]

Fig. 6 is a flowchart representing log analysis

processing

.

[Fig. 7]

Fig. 7 is a diagram showing a typical free-dial

file.
[Fig. 8]

Fig. 8 is a diagram showing a typical store-

management file.
[Fig. 9]

Fig. 9 is a flowchart representing record
computation processing.

[Fig. 10]
Fig. 10 is a diagram showing the conventional

online shopping.
[Description of Reference Numerals]

1: Advertising-service-provider system
2 and 22 : Consumer terminal
3 and 23: Advertisement-placing store

4 and 24 : Internet
11: Advertisement -information storage means

12: Communication means
13: Log- information storage means
14 : Analysis means
21: Online-advertising system
25: Free-dial control apparatus
2 6 : Log
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[Name of Document] ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
[Abstract]
[Object] How to allow an advertising- service provider to

recognize the effectiveness of an online advertisement in

onl ine shopping

.

[Solving Means] When a consumer makes an access to an

advertisement of an online-advertising system 21 on the

Internet 24 by using a WWW (a registered trademark)

browser from a terminal 22 of the consumer, a WWW server

sends an advertisement including a free-dial (a

registered trademark) access number assigned a store 23

placing the advertisement to the consumer terminal 22 as

indicated by an arrow 1. Then, the consumer can make a

phone call to the store 23 , and access information for

the phone call is recorded as a log. To be more

specific, when the consumer dials the free-dial access

number as indicated by an arrow 2, a free-dial controller

25 creates access information for the free-dial phone

call as a log 26 as indicated by an arrow 3 and connects

the phone call made by the consumer to the actual phone

number of the store 23 as indicated by an arrow 4. When

a transaction is made, a commodity is delivered to the

consumer as indicated by an arrow 5. An advertising-

service provider is then informed of the contents of the

log 26 for free-dial phone calls as indicated by an arrow

6. The advertising- service provider tabulates/analyzes

the log 26 of free-dial phone calls and the log of

accesses to the WWW server, reporting results of the

tabulation and the analysis to the store 23 as indicated

by an arrow 7

.

[Selected Drawing] [Fig. 2]
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Fig. 1

Diagram showing the principle of the invention
11: Advertisement -information storage means
12 : Communication means <- -> Network
13: Log- information storage means
14: Analysis means -> Analysis results
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Fig. 2

Diagram showing online shopping provided by an
embodiment
21: Netmart advertising- service provider WWW server

21 -> Contract -> 2 5

Place an order by dialing 0120-XXXXXX 24

Onl ine - advert i sing sys tem
24 : Internet
22 : WWW browser

Order 0 12 0 -XXXXXX
Consumer
23: XX store
25: NTT free-dial control apparatus

26: Log Bill

Fig. 3

Flowchart representing processing carried out by an

advertising-service provider
Start
SI: Disseminate an advertisement including a free-dial

access number
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S2 : Acquire a log of accesses made by consumers to the

WWW server for the advertisement
S3: Acquire a log of free-dial phone calls made by
consumers using the free-dial access number
S4 : Tabulate/analyze the log acquired at S2 with the log

acquired at S3
S5: Report analysis results to the advertisement -placing

store
End

Fig . 4

Diagram showing a typical access log

Host name Authenticated name Access date & time

Request
Consumer name Status

Response -data

length
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Fig. 5

Diagram showing a typical bill for a free-dial phone

call
Communication date

Month Day
Start time

Hour Minute Second
Originating area

Okayama
Osaka
Tokyo
Tokyo
Okayama
Kuwana

Communication time
Hour Minute Second

Communication-unit count
Fee

(yen)

Flowchart representing log analysis processing

Sll: Obtain information on a bill for free-dial phone

calls and create a free-dial file
Free-dial access number
Phone-call date and start time
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Phone-call duration and communication-unit
count
Originating-area name

S12: Search the advertisement-placing store -management

file for a screen (an HTML- file name) by using the free-

dial access number as a key
S13 : Extract a log of accesses by using the name of the

HTML file of the screen for the advertisement -placing

store of interest as a key
S14: Count the number of records in the free-dial file

which each have a start time falling within a

predetermined period of time
S15: Compute an online-access rate of the free-dial

phone calls from results of the above processing.

S16: Compute a consumer- interest -driven access rate (hit

rate) from the log of accesses and the free-dial file.

Fig. 7

Diagram showing a typical free-dial file

Free-dial number
Communication date
Start time
Communication time
Communication-unit coun

t

Originating area
Okayama
Osaka

Access existence/non-existence
Existence
Non-existence

Fig. 8

Diagram showing a typical store-management file

Free -dial number
Store identification

XX store
Free-dial screen (HTML file name)
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Fig. 9

Flowchart representing record computation processing
S21: Sort the extracted log of access in a chronological
order based in access dates and times
S22 : Sort records in the free-dial file in a

chronological order based on start times
S23 : Fetch a record from the free-dial file
S24: Does the start time of the fetched record fall

within the predetermined period of time starting at the

access time on the access date of the corresponding
access in the log of accesses?
S25: Set the access existence/non-existence field of the
record at a value indicating the existence of a relevant
free-dial phone call
S26: Set the access existence/non-existence field of the

record at a value indicating the non-existence of a

relevant free-dial phone call
S27: The last record?

Fig. 10

Diagram showing the conventional online shopping
1: Ordinary advertising- service provider WWW server



Place an order by dialing 0272-52-8000 -> 4

4 : Internet
2 : WWW browser

Order 0272-52-8000
Consumer
3 : XX store
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